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Editorial 
Welcome to the third issue of UCPH 
NanoScience, the student journal of the Nano-
Science Center at the University of Copenhagen 
and the journal of all Nanoscience students. This 
issue contains a selection of the bachelor reports 
handed in as part of obtaining a bachelor’s degree 
in Nanoscience. All contributors have obtained 
their bachelor’s degree in 2018. 
All beginnings are difficult, and apparently 
starting a student journal in the framework of a 
University administration does not help. We are 
still struggling with getting the copyright transfer 
or thesis forms filled out and send our way, even 
though it is a natural part of handing in a 
bachelor’s thesis in nanoscience. We hope to have 
better processes in place before the class of 2019 
hands in the fruits of their labour before the 
summer holiday. 
UCPH Nanoscience is an online archive of 
bachelor thesis and other reports from the 
nanoscience students at the University of 
Copenhagen. If you are reading a physical copy, 
you will find that the actual reports are not 
included, those you can find online. If you are 
reading this on a screen, you will find this third 
issue of the nanoscience student journal and all 
the previous issues a few clicks back. 
Thomas Just Sørensen 
Editor-in-chief
Competition 
UCPH Nanoscience need a logo 
Can you do better? The journal needs a logo to 
replace the temporary logo designed by the editor 
in chief. All suggestions are welcome, but you are 
encouraged to design a logo that reflects spirit of 
the Copenhagen flavour of nanoscience and the 
nanoscience student body. The prize is two 
vintage bottles of Verdi sparkling vine. 
Suggestions should be sent to the editor-in-
chief by December 1st 2019 at tjs@chem.ku.dk. 
People Wanted! 
UCPH Nanoscience is looking for staff 
We are looking for 4 junior editors/reporters 
determined to shape the future of the student 
journal. The junior editors will be responsible for 
running the journal and provide student relevant 
content for the News & Views section.  
